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MISSION REPORT

1.BACKGROUND APril 1X' 1993

The Council of Ministers of the Economic Commission for

Africa (ECA) in resolution ECA 697, called upon the Executive
Secretary of ECA to undertake a study on the establishment of an

African Bank for Women.

As a follow up to this resolution the African Training and

Research Center for Women (ATRCW) of the ECA recruited the
consultant to undertake the study under the following terms of

reference:

"(i) Review African women economic enterprise

activi ties

(ii) Assess the need for an African Bank for Women and

examine the modalities for the establishment of the

Bank

{i i i) Review current and redefine traditional

collateral requirements

(iv) Review progress, functioning etc... of banking and

credit institutions especially set up to meet the needs

of women

v) Examine the type of bank and target groups the bank

should address, consider whether the bank is to be sub

regional or regional and suggest a suitable location

(vi) Propose how the bank's capital stock is to be
raised and the appropriate share of different

contributors. At the end, prepare a comprehensive
report of the findings and a project document for

resource mobilization"

11 THE STUDY

The Consultant, recruited from New York, commenced work on

February 27, 1993 with an itinerary proposed by ATRCW/ECA to

travel to the ECA in Addis Ababa; travel to Kenya to meet with

various women's organizations; and travel to the African

Development Bank (ADB) in Cote d'lvoire and return to. New York to

meet with Women's World Banking (WWB) and write the report.

REVIEW OF TERMS OF REFERENCE

On arrival to the ECA in Addis Ababba, the Consultant met

with the Officer-In -Charge of the ATRCW and Program officer for

briefing and review of the terms of reference. The Consultant

was informed that a report of the study was needed within 25 days

for submission to the meeting of the Council of Ministers of

Planning scheduled to take place in April 1993. In view of this

urgent dead line reducing the Consultancy period from 45 days

(as had been indicated in the terms of reference ) to 25 days ,

and the limited financial resources which limited travel to Kenya

and Cote d'lvoire for the study, it was agreed that this study
would only be a PRE-feasibi1ity. It was further agreed that the



Consultant would submit by fax a first draft of the study by
March 25th. in order to speed up preparations for submission to

the Council of Ministers. With this understanding the Consultant

carried out the study through discussions with individuals and
organizations proposed by the ATRCW and with others that were

available in those places on his itinerary and whom he felt had

important inputs to make to the study .

ADDIS ABABA

The Consultant was briefed by the staff of ATRCW on previous

studies undertaken by the Center on the issue of women's access

to financial resources. The Consultant carried out desk reviews

of existing literature available at ATRCW. Literature on

activities of the Preferential Trade Area (PTA) on women in

business was obtained from a staff member of the PTA on mission
to Addis Ababa. Even though a meeting with the PTA staff member

to discuss the objective of the study was not possible, the staff
member expressed interest and indicated that the thrust of. the

PTA in promoting women in business would only succeed with

adequate facilities for women to access financing.

KENYA

In Kenya, meetings were held with the Kenyan Finance

Corporation , The Kenyan Management Assistance Program, The

Federation Of Business Women, The Women Entrepreneurs

Association and a Vice President of Women's World Banking (WWB)
and others in the Women-in-Development community.

Discussions on the intermediary centered around

guarantee flexibility, long processing time, and larger funding
requirements for enterprises like horticultural production.

The consultant was asked to consider the lack of

foreign exchange when it came to the repayment of loans. A

certain amount of government commitment was deemed necessary for

the success of the project.

The question of public awareness was discussed because

it had been difficult in the past for the women to know of the

existence of services that were being offered.

A sub regional approach adapted to local conditions,

and monitored could be one way of creating and maintaining public

awareness, which, when left to national groups alone, without

monitoring, might tend to be more political than financial.

More sensitizing, it was felt, might be better achieved

through sub regional efforts than through national ones. If the

women of other countries, for example, knew what was working in

other parts of the continent, they might be encouraged. Also,

regarding costs it was felt that regional organizations might

have more resources to support publicity on such projects.



The women in Kenya wanted to discuss issues relating to
a regional association of women entrepreneurs as they felt a need
for such a net work, but this was not fully developed.

The Kenyan Management Assistance Program,(KMAP) which
provides managerial advisory services to entrepreneurs has been
able to record 30% women participation. They use a model by which
more established enterprises in the community contribute their
time in counselling and training for up-coming entrepreneurs.

It has also started on establishing credit referencing,

an item that is needed among entrepreneurs but which is normally
non-existent in the informal sector. This is one of most
important components of credit.

The Kenya Finance Corporation (KFC), which is one of

the largest financing companies in Kenya, provides short term
lending to small borrowers and a visit was made to ascertain
its sources of capital and the type of accounting system in
place. It was discovered that their funding is obtained from the
market where stocks, bonds and placements from larger financial

institutions constitute a reliable source. The shares are listed
on the stock exchange. KFC has discovered that there is a market
for long term financing and is considering expanding in that
direction. The activities of the various branches of KFC are
accounted for through a central accounting system where summary

accounts for thousands of customers are processed. This

illustrates that standardized reporting systems are possible at
affordable rates in some countries and under certain conditions.
KFC has developed a simplified method of accessing credit for
profitable activities and relies on market sources for funds.
Near-by training institutions exist which can be contracted to
write up these successful examples and develop training materials
that might be appropriate for use by the type of specialized
financial intermediaries that are being contemplated in the
study.

The visit to Kenya highlighted four needs:
a.Sensitization

b.Support Services (credit referencing,& management assistance )
c.Necessity for having appropriate management systems
d.Foreign exchange for loan servicing

COTE D'lVOIRE

At the African Development Bank (ADB) the consultant
met with the Head of the Central Projects Department, the Deputy
Head, and the Director and staff of the WID Unit. They -commented
favorably on the topic. They preferred to remain uncommitted on
financing because they considered it a commercial undertaking
which would need to be presented as a credit proposal"
However,they found the philosophy consistent with the policv of
the ADB. Y
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The Deputy Head of the Department raised the question

of inter-african trade and stated that ADB was in fact sponsoring

an Import/Export Bank which had a section on inter-african trade.

Discussions centered on existing facilities at Central Banks of

many African countries poised to help the trade, but were faced

with a preference by commercial banks, dictated by their clients,

for overseas instead of inter-african sources. It was believed

that the proposed intermediaries might make better use of the

facilities at african Central Banks, because these initiatives

are expected to bring African based business women into contacts

with one another and their knowledge about capacities,shortages,

overages,crop yields {within individual areas) and letters of

credit possibilities have potentials that can be relied upon.

The meetings discussed ADB's credit manual dated 1982

and the need for its up-dating to reflect the policy issues

found in the WID Policy Paper of 1990. Specifically the credit

policy does not mention interventions in sectors that the Bank

started to address after its 1982 manual. The view was expressed

that the absence of up-dates, can render new policies

inoperative. It is expected that this view will be given

attention.

The Consultant accompanied by an ADB staff member then

called on the Ministry responsible for Women's Affairs in Cote

d'lvoire and met with senior staff members. The staff members

expressed concern about another layer of hierarchy for the

delivery of credit to women. The point was raised that a

mechanism specifically committed to making funds more accessible
to women was absent. The question was raised why women could not

access credit directly and the ADB representative explained that

international organizations prefer not to dispense credit

directly, but rather preferred going through local financial

institutions because the cost of monitoring would be prohibitive.

The additional cost and the additional benefits that

were expected to accrue to the women were brought into the

discussions. Disenchantment about the unsuccessful attempts at

delivering credit to women were expressed. But current efforts to

make funds accessible through a procedure that could win support

were acknowledged.

They were looking forward to plans that would not add

any more difficulties to women's already tenuous credit

situation. Whatever mechanism would be proposed should be seen as

reducing their burden.

The meetings in Cote d1 Ivoire highlighted the

following needs:

(a)Up-dating of ADB policy documentation.

(B)Reduction in transaction cost

(C)The need for transparency in transactions.



NEW YORK

DISCUSSIONS WITH WOMEN'S WORLD BANKING (WWB)

The Consultant met with the President and the Research

and Policy Coordinator of Women's World Banking. A meeting with

the Head of the African Division was not possible as she was on

mission. WWB currently has affiliates in Africa providing

services to women in the form of: non funding support for

managerial and technical assistance and funding support through

commercial banks, based on cash collateral that is deposited with

an understanding that loans would be extended through affiliates

in aggregates that are likely to exceed the cash on deposit.

Issues raised included the concerns about women's

organizations accepting loans and undertaking to repay in hard

currencies. This was not considered a wise move in view of the

prospects for the currencies in which the women operate to

continue to depreciate against the currencies in which the loans

would have to be repaid.

The fluctuating rates of exchange and likely negative

impact on the activities of an intermediary for women's

financing, operating at a national level,that had to repay a loan

at the international level was seen as a concern that would

beset a financial intermediary operating under a Financial

Institutions Act. Normally obligations are expressed in local
currencies but payable in foreign currencies when an

international lending institution is involved. At the end of each

year,therefore, liabilities, in the light of exchange rates

movements, could increase and this might require additional

capital infusion to maintain ratios under the Financial

Institutions Act of the country in which the intermediary would

be located.

The effect of negative movements might also require

that intermediaries increase rates of interest on their loans to

meet the increased cost for foreign exchange, unless the

intermediary would have entered into prior arrangements that take

exchange rate fluctuations into consideration.

Such arrangements have been possible in the past, with

government guarantees for rates interventions as distinct from

credit guarantees. The former being correctly perceived as

uncontrollable and therefore requiring government intervention to

obligate itself to provide the foreign exchange.

Women's owned financial intermediaries, under Financial

Institutions Act, might not be considered a priority by many in

the field. WWB saw a need for women's organizations to continue

to operate as NGO's to improve their capital bases through soft

loans, where possible.



CONCLUSION

The interviews held with the various people in Addis Ababa,

Nairobi, Abidjan and New York were extremely useful. They helped

to expand ideas on the issue of women's access to financial

resources. The different perspectives on the issue including

those of women in business, financiers and development agents

helped to highlight the complexity of the issue. They also,

however, clearly reflected the urgency of the matter and the need

to address it seriously.

It is the Consultant's belief that though the constraints

are fundamental, there are mechanisms that can be built into

specialized financial intermediaries for women's financing:

Foreign exchange risks, for example, could be handled by

evaluating the complete holdings of all financial intermediaries

against one another and against selected convertible currencies.

After that, the net gain or loss would be the amount of the

appreciation or deficiency and a special fund, set up for this

purpose, can be credited or debited under conditions that would

have been previously spelled out. This should be possible if

foreign currency needs of the individual intermediaries are

centrally managed. This would be like stand-by assistance for the

Central Banks to ensure that previously approved foreign credit

for the intermediaries, are not interrupted because of

unavailability of foreign exchange at the Central Banks. This

stand-by might initially be determined by the annual estimate of

the current portion of the debts. The fund would be increased or

decreased depending on exchange rate movements at the time the

payment is due to the foreign lender.

The concerns about the effect of falling exchange rates

against the stronger currencies are real, but arrangements are

possible for weak and strong currencies to be operated through

the basket of currency principal which is applicable when

multitude of currencies are needed for international

settlements; examples exist in Britton Woods institutions.

Any proposed mechanism should be about positioning and

strengthening local financial intermediaries to complement the

resources (both local and foreign} that the commercial banks are

providing.

A monitoring Unit would be useful for coordinating

efforts and ensuring transparency (in the case of more than one

intermediary, a single monitoring unit). Systematic linkages to

the Central Banks in the countries where the intermediaries would

be established would ensure regulatory compliances and

supervisory assistance, both of which, would be routine

activities under the auspices of Central Banks. These activities

would not only encourage the external efforts but complement them

so that when external assistance ceases, permanent structures,

under Financial Institutions Act, would be in place for women.



PERSONS SEEN IN ADDIS

(l)Ms. Mabo Mwaniki

ATRCW/ECA

(2)Ms. Francoise Wege

ATRCW/ECA

PERSONS SEEN IN NAIROBI

(l.)Mr. J.David Whaley

Resident Representative

UNDP

{2)Ms. C. Kaluki Mwendwa Ngilu,

ANI Plastics, Kenya

(3)V.L. Okinda

Eastern and Southern African Management Institute (ESAMI

{4)Ms. Ruth Mueni Mumo

General Manager

Oven Door Bakeries

{5)Ms. Mary Okello

Vice President,WWB

Former Advisor on WID to ADB President

(6) Ms. J. Ogwapit

1st. Vice President

Federation of Business and Professional Women

(7)Mr. M.V. Gohil

Deputy Program Administrator

Kenya Management Assistance Program

(8)Mr. Victor Pratt

Chairman of The Board

Kenya Management Assistance Program

{9)Mr.Arthur Omondi

Kenya Finance Corporation

PERSONS SEEN IN COTE■D■IVOIRE

(1) Ms. Guissou-Ouedraogo

Head

Women In Development Unit

(2)Ms. Aribot Bruce Mariama

Chargee de Coordination

Women In Development Unit

(3)Mr. Karisa

Director

Central Projects Department.

{4)Mr.John T. Washington Otieno

Deputy .Director

Central Projects Department.



(5JSTAFF OF THE MINISTRY OF WOMEN'S AFFAIRS

Mme Diomaude Cecile

Koffi Tah Maurice

Koda Ehoudod

Semi Rachel Gogona

Mme Outtra Ehuiet

Kouame Adjoumani

PERSONS SEEN IN NEW YORK

Ms. Nancy Barry

President,

Women's World Banking

Ms. Ann Dunham

Research and Policy Coordinator

Policy Division

Women's World Banking


